
Objective
To evaluate the association between disease burden of psoriasis and switching 
systemic biologic therapies among patients with psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis in a 
real-world setting.

Background
• Up to 40% of patients with psoriasis (PSO) develop psoriatic arthritis (PsA), which 

can have a significant impact on health-related quality of life (HRQoL).1 

• Among patients with both PSO and PsA who are treated with a biologic, individual 
symptom profiles and response to treatment vary, with many patients switching 
biologics over the course of their disease. 

• A critical gap remaining in the current evidence base is whether patient-centred 
factors, beyond skin clearance, influence switching patterns among patients with 
PSO and PsA.

Methods
Study Design
• This study utilised data from the CorEvitas PSO Registry (April 2015–August 2022),  

a prospective, multicentre, noninterventional registry collecting data at 
approximately 6-month intervals. 

• Included patient-initiations (instances of included patients initiating a biologic; 
patients may have contributed multiple patient-iniations to this study) had a history 
of PSO; history of PsA; initiated a biologic ±42 days of a CorEvitas visit; had ≥1 visit 
within 30 months of initiation (Figure 1).

Primary Exposure and Outcome
• Disease burden at each follow-up visit was defined by a combined measure of 

Psoriasis Area and Severity Index (PASI) and Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI) 
or patient-reported joint pain (100 mm visual analogue score [VAS]).2 

• Time from biologic initiation to a switch or discontinuation of a biologic was 
defined as start of a new biologic within 45 days of initial biologic discontinuation 
(Figure 2). 

Statistical Analysis
• Proportional hazards regression was used to calculate hazard ratios (HR) and 

95% confidence intervals (CIs) to evaluate associations between disease burden 
categories at follow-up, as time-varying covariates and biologic switch.

Results
• There were 2,580 patient-initiations included in this study. Overall, 52% (n=1,346) 

occurred in females. Baseline demographics and disease characteristics are 
presented in Table 1 and Table 2. 

• Biologic therapy switching occurred in 20% of patient-initiations over 30 months 
of follow-up after a median (interquartile range [IQR]) of 6.5 months (4.6, 12.4) of 
treatment (Table 3). Failure to maintain initial response was the leading reason for 
switching (40%; n=171), followed by inadequate initial response (30%; n=127).

• Patients with the highest combined skin involvement and impact on HRQoL 
(PASI >10 & DLQI >5) were approximately 14 times more likely to switch biologic 
therapy (HR=14.2; 95% CI: 10.7, 18.9) than those with the lowest combined skin 
involvement and impact on HRQoL (PASI ≤10 & DLQI ≤5; Figure 3). 

• In patients with PASI ≤10, those with DLQI >5 were over five times more likely to 
switch biologics versus those with DLQI ≤5 (HR=5.25; 95% CI: 4.23, 6.51). Likewise, 
among patients with PASI >10, those with DLQI >5 were nearly twice as likely to 
switch biologics versus those with DLQI ≤5 (HR=1.70; 95% CI: 1.06, 2.71; Figure 3).

• Similarly, patients with VAS-joint pain ≥40 had nearly a four times higher likelihood 
of switching versus the VAS-joint pain <40 group among those with PASI ≤10 
(HR=3.78; 95% CI: 2.91, 4.92). Among those with PASI >10, patients with VAS-joint 
pain ≥40 were more likely to switch biologic than those with VAS-joint pain <40 
(HR=1.35; 95% CI: 0.79, 2.33; Figure 3). 

Conclusions
Patients with PSO and PsA, who were treated in a real-world clinical setting, with 
impaired HRQoL (DLQI) and VAS-joint pain after initiation were more likely to switch 
biologics, regardless of PASI score. 

These findings suggest that patient-centred factors, as well as skin clearance, have 
an important impact on the occurrence of biologic switch and the management of 
patients with PSO and PsA.
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Summary Figure 1 Study design

aEach initiation was followed until there was a discontinuation/switch of the initial systemic biologic therapy, 
last registry follow-up, or 913 days (30 months) after initiation, whichever occurred first.

Figure 3 Association between disease burden 
and biologic switch response over 
30 months following biologic initiation 
(adjusted model)aPatients in this study:

were from the CorEvitas Psoriasis Registry 

had psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis

initiated a systemic biologic therapy

Likelihood of switching systemic biologic therapy

14.2 times more likely 
PASI >10 & DLQI >5

vs 
PASI ≤10 & DLQI ≤5

5.3 times more likely 
PASI ≤10 & DLQI >5

vs 
PASI ≤10 & DLQI ≤5

1.7 times more likely 
PASI >10 & DLQI >5

vs 
PASI >10 & DLQI ≤5

Table 1 Baseline demographics 

aIncludes the total number of the following conditions: congestive heart failure, peripheral vascular 
disease, cerebrovascular disease (captured as stroke or transient ischemic attack), chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, peptic ulcer disease, diabetes mellitus, lymphoma, and solid tumour cancer (excluding 
non-melanoma skin cancer).

Demographic Overall (n=2,580)

Age, (years), mean (SD) 52.0 (13.2)

Gender, (female), n (%) 1,346 (52.2)

Race, (white), n (%) 2,017 (78.2)

Ethnicity, (Hispanic), n (%) 194 (7.5)

Employment, (full-time), mean (SD) 1,450 (56.2)

BMI, n (%)

Underweight/normal (<25 kg/m2) 379 (14.7)

Overweight (25–<30 kg/m2) 745 (28.9)

Obese (≥30 kg/m2) 1,456 (56.4)

History of comorbiditiesa, n (%)

0 1,877 (72.8)

1 581 (22.5)

≥2 122 (4.7)

Initiation

Exclusion assessment window
1) No plaque PSO diagnosis

2) No PsA diagnosis 
days [-inf, -1]

Exclusion assessment window
1) Missing PASI/DLQI at baseline 

days [0, 0]

Covariate assessment window 
(baseline conditions) 

weeks [-6, 0]

Covariate assessment window 
(medical and medication history) 

weeks [-inf, 0]

CorEvitas visit 1 CorEvitas visit 2

Covariate assessment window
(exposure: DLQI/PASI)

[CorEvitas visit 1, CorEvitas visit 1]

Covariate assessment window
(exposure: DLQI/PASI)

[CorEvitas visit 2, CorEvitas visit 2]

Outcome assessment window
[CorEvitas visit 1, CorEvitas visit 1]

Outcome assessment window
[CorEvitas visit 2, CorEvitas visit 2]

30 months 
from initiation

Follow-up window 
days [0, censora]

Exclusion assessment window
1) Biologic therapy switch or discontinuation without CorEvitas visit ±42 days 

days [0, 913] 

Figure 2 Switch definitions and inclusion scenariosa

aIn some cases, biologic discontinuation or start date may have been partially known or missing completely, 
thus preventing assessment of the time until switch, or whether a switch occurred.

Discontinuation of initiated biologic therapy

Switch; Included

Switch; Included

Switch; Not included 
(outside window)

Switch; Included 
(biologic start in window)

Switch; Included 
(biologic discontinuation in window)

Switch; Not included 
(outside window)

Not a switch 
(biologic discontinuation and start >45 days apart)

Not a switch 
(biologic discontinuation and start >45 days apart)

CorEvitas Visit
-42 days

CorEvitas 
Visit

CorEvitas Visit
+42 days

Start of new biologic therapy

Overall (n=2,580)

PASI >10 & DLQI >5 
vs PASI ≤10 & DLQI ≤5

PASI ≤10: DLQI >5 vs DLQI ≤5

PASI >10: DLQI >5 vs DLQI ≤5

PASI ≤10: VAS-joint pain ≥40 
vs VAS-joint pain <40

PASI >10: VAS-joint pain ≥40 
vs VAS-joint pain <40

Hazard ratio
0.2 1 5 25

aModel was adjusted for age, gender, race, ethnicity, duration of PSO, baseline disease burden category, BMI, 
employment status, history of comorbidities, and treatment history.

Table 2 Baseline disease characteristics

aSample sizes may differ due to missing data and denominators are specified only when missing data are 
present; bIndicators are not mutually exclusive and may not sum to the total; cScores range from 0 to 100 
with higher scores indicating worse disease state, symptom burden, or quality of life; dOnly assessed on 
patient-initiations with a dermatologist diagnosis of PsA at initiation.

Disease characteristica Overall (n=2,580)

PSO duration (years), mean (SD) 17.0 (13.7)

PsA diagnsosis, n (%)

Dermatologist diagnosedb 2,103 (81.5)

History of PEST ≥3b 1,872 (72.6)

PsA durationc (years; n=2,103), mean (SD) 7.8 (9.1)

PEST (n=2,547), mean (SD) 2.9 (1.3)

PASI, mean (SD) 7.7 (7.4)

DLQI, mean (SD) 8.1 (6.3)

VAS-skin painc (n=2,574), mean (SD) 37.1 (32.9)

VAS-itchc (n=2,575), mean (SD) 52.7 (33.5)

VAS-fatiguec (n=2,573), mean (SD) 44.0 (29.7)

VAS-joint painc,d (n=1,918), mean (SD) 50.1 (30.8)

VAS-joint pain ≥40c,d (n=1,918), n (%) 1,219 (63.6)

Biologic therapy mechanism of action, n (%)

TNFi 418 (16.2)

IL-12/23i 167 (6.5)

IL-17i 1,157 (44.8)

IL-23i 838 (32.5)

Table 3 Patient-initiation results and switch 
descriptions 

aRemained on original biologic and did not have a systemic non-biologic therapy (methotrexate, 
cyclosporine, apremilast, or acitretin) that was not used at baseline added; bAmong all patients that 
switched; biologic was considered approved for PsA based on the FDA or Health Canada approval status at 
the time of initiation or switch.

Result/description
Summary (n=2,580) 

n (%)
Time to switch (months) 

median (IQR)

Persistenta at last visit 1,973 (76.5) -

Discontinuation without switch 103 (4.0) -

Switch 504 (19.5) 6.5 (4.6, 12.4)

Switch to different MOAb 375 (74.4) 6.4 (4.5, 11.6)

Switch within initial MOAb 129 (25.6) 8.0 (5.2, 16.4)

Approved PsA drug→Approved PsA drugb 248 (49.2) 6.2 (4.4, 11)

Approved PsA drug→Unapproved PsA drugb 115 (22.8) 6.4 (4.6, 11.8)

Unapproved PsA drug→Approved PsA drugb 77 (15.3) 6.3 (4.8, 11.3)

Unapproved PsA drug→Unapproved PsA drugb 64 (12.7) 14.6 (8.1, 20.4)
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